Understanding the dynamic interplay between radially sheared E r ×B flows and plasma turbulence across the transition to improved confinement is of paramount importance for future fusion reactors such as ITER. In recent years, identification of key plasma parameters that control or determine the low (L) to high (H) confinement transition, in particular, during the low-intermediate-high (L-I-H) confinement transition process, has been intensively carried out in several fusion devices. Meanwhile, the limit cycle oscillation (LCO) near the transition threshold has also been studied both theoretically and experimentally in terms of the bifurcation [1] and/or the predator-prey model for zonal flow and turbulence [2] .
In the recent experiment of the HL-2A tokamak, the dynamic features across the L-I-H transition have been investigated in detail. The experimental evidence shows two types of opposite limit cycles (dubbed type-Y and type-J) between the radial electric field and turbulence evolution. Whereas for type-Y the turbulence grows prior to the change in the localized electric field, for type-J the oscillation in electric filed leads turbulence. It has been found that the type-Y usually appears first after an L-I transition, followed by type-J before the transition to the H-mode phase. In type-Y the turbulence-induced zonal flow plays a dominant role in suppressing ambient turbulence while in type-J the suppression of turbulence is attributed to the pressuregradient-induced flow shear. The condition of transition between type-Y and type-J is surveyed in terms of the normalized radial electric field. An I to H transition is observed to occur mostly from the type-J limit cycle. More details have been reported in refs. [3, 4] .
